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Join Asking the Big Questions book club discussion

Summary: Join in the next discussion of the book club, Asking the Big Questions, hosted by the Briggs Library and the Office of Sustainability at the University of Minnesota, Morris. Asking the Big Questions meets next from 7 to 8 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 11, in the UMM Rodney A. Briggs Library McGinnis Room.

(December 5, 2008)-Join in the next discussion of the book club, Asking the Big Questions, hosted by the Briggs Library and the Office of Sustainability at the University of Minnesota, Morris. The next meeting will be held from 7 to 8 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 11, in the UMM Rodney A. Briggs Library McGinnis Room. Refreshments will be served beginning at 6:30 p.m. Topics to be discussed include poverty, population and restoring the Earth. The reading includes chapters 7 and 8 from Plan B. After a break in January the discussion group will resume on February 14.

Members are reading Plan B 3.0, by Lester Brown from the Earth Policy Institute. The author gives his ideas for a plan that would help alleviate and solve these interconnected challenges.

A couple of chapters are covered during each group meeting. There will be a 15-minute overview of the chapters, 15 minutes of a lecture from an invited local speaker on a chapter topic and approximately 30 minutes of conversation depending on the group’s interest.

For more information contact Troy Goodnough at 589-6303 or Peter Bremer at 589-6173.

Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.